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What caused all the supply chain bottlenecks? Modern finance with its obsession

with "Return on Equity."

To show great ROE almost every CEO stripped their company of all but the bare minimum of assets. Just in time everything.

No excess capacity. No strategic reserves. No cash on the balance sheet. Minimal R&D.

We stripped the shock absorbers out of the economy in pursuit of better short term metrics.

Big businesses are supposed to be more stable and resilient than small ones. And economy built around giant corporations

like America's should be more resilient to shock. However the obsession with ROE means that no company was prepared

for the inevitable hundred year storms.

Now as we're facing a hundred year storm of demand, our infrastructure simply can't keep up.

The global logistics companies have no excess capacity, there are no reserves of chassis (trailers for hauling containers), no

extra shipping containers, no extra yard space, no extra warehouse capacity.

The brands have no extra inventory. Manufacturers have no extra components or raw materials on hand.

Almost nobody has any employee loyalty because they haven't been willing to take care of their people through thick and

thin of business, and thus they can't staff up quickly to meet surging demand. All businesses now complain about employee

loyalty, but have we earned it?

To show larger profits and return on equity to juice their stock price, companies now use FIFO or LIFO accounting that

doesn't account for the full costs of replacing the units in a rising price environment.

The proper way to do accounting is *Next * in First Out (NIFO). This means you price your goods against the cost of

replenishment.

If you buy 100 widgets for $100, and then their price of replenishing them goes to $150, under LIFO or FIFO you can sell at

$120 and recognize $20 in accounting profit. But under NIFO you would never sell them below $150.
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How much of the amazing quarterly earnings we're seeing out of public companies right now is actually just accounting

shenanigans?

A well run business seeks to minimize accounting profit to reduce its tax bill, freeing up cash to reinvest in compounding the

value creation. Most public companies now do the opposite, overstating profits to trigger bonuses and applause from Wall

Street.

Modern finance has removed the shock absorbers from the economy. Over the long run, in our complex, dynamic, power

law world, the reference assets will be those companies winners willing to challenge the dogma of modern finance.

When the hundred year floods inevitably hit, the survivors will be those who invest in excess capacity, in strategic reserves

of key capital assets, in employee trust that let them attract and retain talent.

Few will have the courage. CEOs hired by committees can never have the security required to challenge dogma of an entire

generation of finance professionals, including all the people who hired them.

The feedback mechanisms of modern finance work too well for the bureaucrats to resist--you go asset light, strip the

companies of operating capital, cut R&D, make employees peripheral and bam, your ROE surges, your stock price follows,

and your performance bonuses pay out big.

So your a hired CEO who doesn't run that playbook, who starts to plan for the hundred year flood? Sorry, your ROE metric

sucks, we're replacing you with someone who will run the playbook and cash in on the rewards we're holding out.

Only founder led companies and family owned businesses can stand up to the immense pressure from the dogmas of

modern finance.

The proposed tax on unrealized capital gains will force founders to sell larger and larger pieces of their companies to pay the

tax, until eventually they lose control of their businesses and turn them over to the Wall Street sharks to run their disastrous

playbook.

Founder-led businesses are the last shock absorbers left in the economy. And the best hope we have to avoid the kinds of

supply chain shocks we're seeing right now.

Washington must protect and nurture these engines of competitive dynamism, but instead they're conspiring to kill the

golden goose.

ROE is a logical idea taken too far
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